Predictors and Outcomes of Suspected Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia in Subarachnoid Hemorrhage Patients
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Abstract
Background: Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) is a dreaded complication of heparin-related products and correlates with a worse outcome in aneurysmal subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) patients. Objective: To study the risk factors and outcomes of SAH patients suspected of having HIT, confirmed as present or absent by the platelet factor 4 (PF4) antibody test. Methods: All patients with presumed aneurysmal, nontraumatic SAH and having undergone a PF4 test were identified through our research patient database. Charts, laboratory values and images were analyzed retrospectively. Results: We identified 166 patients with SAH who were tested for HIT; 42 patients (25%) had a positive antibody test. There was no difference in platelet profiles or mean platelet nadirs of HIT+ and HIT– patients (147 ± 93 vs. 153 ± 86 ×10⁹/l, respectively). Univariate analysis identified gender, magnesium prophylaxis, Fisher group 3, clipping versus coiling, presence of angiographic vasospasm, number of vasospasm treatments, and day of HIT testing as potential risk factors associated with HIT. A multivariate analysis indicated that female gender (OR 8.2, 95% CI 2.0–33.2), greater number of vasospasm treatments (OR 1.5, 95% CI 1.2–2.0), later day of HIT testing (OR 1.2, 95% CI 1.1–1.3), and clipping (OR 5.0, 95% CI 1.42–10.0) were independently associated with HIT positivity. HIT+ patients showed more infarcts on CT, longer ICU and hospital stays and worse modified Rankin Scale scores on discharge. Conclusion: The presence of HIT in SAH has adverse consequences and is more likely in female patients who have undergone aneurysm clipping and require multiple endovascular vasospasm treatments.
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Introduction

Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) type 2 is a known cause of increased morbidity and mortality [1]. The common, nonimmune-mediated HIT type 1, caused by direct platelet aggregation of heparin, occurs in 10% of patients and is clinically innocuous. Whereas, the potentially life-threatening immune-mediated HIT type 2 is estimated to occur in 1–5% of the general population who is exposed to heparin and in <1% of those exposed to low molecular weight heparin (LMWH) [2]. HIT should be suspected after a 50% decrease in platelets, or a platelet count of <150,000/μl, or arterial thrombosis approximately 5–10 days after exposure to heparin or LMWH [3]. HIT is an immune-mediated response in which antibodies form against complexes of heparin and platelet factor 4 (PF4) [4]. Consequently, platelets are activated and cause a prothrombotic state [5]. The risk of thrombosis is elevated (approx. 30 times that of the general population), and it remains elevated for days to weeks, even after heparin is removed and the platelet count has normalized [1]. HIT causes a hyperthrombotic state that can result in stroke, myocardial infarction, pulmonary embolus, deep vein thrombosis (DVT), amputation, multisystem organ failure, and death [2, 6].

Less is known about HIT in the subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) population, but research on this specific population estimates an incidence between 5 to 15% [7, 8]. SAH patients are exposed to heparin or heparin-related products in a variety of forms: indwelling catheters, endovascular procedures, and DVT prophylaxis. Prior univariate analysis by our group suggested that HIT was more common in Fisher group 3 and female gender [8]. In addition, these patients had worse outcomes in terms of an increased stroke rate and higher mortality. However, this older study evaluated the difference between HIT+ patients and all other SAH patients. Furthermore, the previous study has used clinical diagnosis despite the performance of a confirmatory test. We sought to perform a larger analysis on the risk factors and outcomes of patients with the clinical suspicion of HIT who had been tested by PF4 antibody testing (both negative and positive tests). Once clinical suspicion is raised, various choices must be made in order to limit further heparin exposure or instituting antithrombotic therapy. Therefore, this newer study, with a more defined population suspected of HIT, is of greater clinical relevance to the practicing clinician.

Methods

The institutional review board of the Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass., USA, approved the following retrospective study. In our neurocritical care unit, SAH patients underwent a PF4 antibody testing based on clinical suspicion of HIT, after multiple vasospasm treatments, or if clot formation was observed at the catheter tip during cerebral angiograms. The clinical criteria for HIT were based on the ACCP guidelines [3] and include: (1) occurrence of thrombocytopenia 4–14 days after start of the heparin therapy (earlier if heparin exposure occurred over the previous 100 days); (2) a reduction in platelet count to <100,000/μl or <50% of baseline, and (3) exclusion of other causes of thrombocytopenia, such as infection, drug and autoimmune mediated. Through the hospital-wide patient research database of the Massachusetts General Hospital, we identified all patients with nontraumatic, presumed or confirmed aneurysmal SAH who had undergone a test for type 2 HIT during their hospitalization. HIT assay was a PF4 ELISA with a specificity and sensitivity of 90 and 98%, respectively [9]. HIT testing was repeated at different occasions up to 3 times in cases with a high clinical suspicion.

The search revealed a total of 166 patients admitted from February 1994 to September 2008. A retrospective chart review was performed to collect information on patient demographics, clinical, laboratory and radiographic data. The modified Rankin Scale (mRS) score was calculated at the time of discharge from chart review. All CT imaging data was blindly reviewed to assess the HIT status. Angiographic vasospasm was determined from the clinical procedure notes or if balloon or drug therapy was utilized.
Standard care for patients included daily transcranial Doppler (TCD) for vasospasm screening, heparinized arterial line, central subclavian intravenous line with heparin flushes and DVT prophylaxis with heparin or LMWH. Only patients with suspected vasospasm on TCD underwent angiography for vasospasm confirmation and treatment. CT imaging was not routinely performed at prespecified times, other than at time of admission. CT was only performed if the clinical team had a clinical indication (e.g. hydrocephalus, ventriculostomy, clinical neurologic changes, etc.). Patients with suspected or confirmed HIT were initiated on an argatroban drip and all heparin-based products were immediately discontinued.

### Statistical Analysis

Analysis was performed with SPSS 16 version 16.0.2 for Mac (Chicago, Ill., USA). Normality for continuous variables was tested by the Shapiro-Wilk test. Those variables that failed to meet normality were analyzed by Mann-Whitney U (nonparametric) tests. Equality of variance for continuous variables was tested by Levene’s test and significance was adjusted accordingly. Platelet profile by hospital day was analyzed by two-way repeated measures ANOVA. Variables with potential to impact outcomes were first assessed by univariate analysis. Those variables that reached statistical significance were then placed into the multivariate analysis. Prior to performing a logistic regression with a forward stepwise method, we assessed for variables that might have high collinearity, or directly vary with one another. Statistical significance for a type I error was set at $p \leq 0.05$.

### Results

Of the 166 patients with clinical suspicion of HIT, 42 patients (25%) were HIT+ based on the PF4 test. Univariate analysis demonstrated no differences between HIT– and HIT+ patients in the variables of age, admission Hunt-Hess score, Glasgow Coma Scale score, World Federation of Neurosurgery score, FOUR score, Fisher group 3 score, or past medical history (table 1).
The risk of developing HIT was substantially greater in female patients (fig. 2). Of the 42 HIT+ patients, 38 (90%) were female \([\chi^2(1) = 9.2, p = 0.002, OR 5.8]\). The presence of Fisher group 3 increased the odds of HIT positivity by 3.2 times \([\chi^2(1) = 10, p = 0.002]\). Furthermore, there was a 2.2 times increase in the development of HIT in patients that underwent aneurysm clipping \([\chi^2(1) = 4.3, p = 0.038]\). Interestingly, neither the platelet nadir nor the zenith between the HIT– or HIT+ patients was different \((147 \pm 93 \text{ vs. } 153 \pm 86 \times 10^9/l \text{ (nadir) and } 390 \pm 173 \text{ vs. } 415 \pm 168 \times 10^9/l \text{ (zenith), respectively})\) (fig. 1). In addition, there was no difference in the decrease of the maximum daily percentage platelet. However, time from admission to ruling in or out the presence of HIT was substantially different. Negative PF4 antibody tests ruling out HIT were performed on hospital day 5 ± 5 days, whereas positive PF4 tests confirming HIT were performed on hospital day 11 ± 6 \([t(164) = -6.9, p < 0.001]\). We also found that there was a 3.2 times greater risk of being HIT+ if the patient had been treated with a magnesium drip for spasm prophylaxis \([\chi^2(1) = 6.3, p = 0.01]\). Angiographic vasospasm was significantly more likely in HIT+ patients than HIT– patients \(29 \text{ of } 42 \text{ (69%) vs. } 41 \text{ of } 124 \text{ (33%), respectively, } \chi^2(1) = 16.7, p < 0.0001])\). Furthermore, there were significantly greater numbers of vasospasm treatments for HIT+ patients \([1.9 \pm 2.1 \text{ vs. } 0.65 \pm 1.3, \text{ respectively } (U = 1,555, p < 0.0001)]\) (fig. 2). Interestingly, only 4 of the 29 HIT+ patients with vasospasm treatment had been diagnosed with HIT prior to the treatment, whereas the vast majority had been diagnosed after the initial interventional treatment. However, there was no difference in the day of vasospasm onset (day 6), number of vessels in spasm between the two groups or the distribution of the vessels in spasm.

In terms of outcomes (fig. 3), HIT+ patients were 3.4 times more likely to have a new infarction on follow-up CT scan than HIT– patients \([\chi^2(1) = 11, p = 0.001]\). HIT+ patients had a greater length of ICU stay \([21 \pm 8 \text{ vs. } 16 \pm 10 \text{ days, respectively } (U = 1,530, p < 0.001)]\) and hospital stay \([30 \pm 14 \text{ vs. } 21 \pm 13 \text{ days, respectively } (U = 1,465, p < 0.001)]\). HIT+ patients also had worse discharge outcomes with 4 of 42 having a mRS score of ≤2 compared to 35 of 124 HIT– patients \([\chi^2(1) = 6.1, p = 0.01]\). This risk remained regardless of dichotomization at an mRS score of 3. There was no significant difference in death between the groups.
We performed a multivariate logistical regression analysis to analyze those factors associated with development of a HIT+ titer. Our model included the following variables: gender, magnesium prophylaxis, Fisher group 3, clipping versus coiling, angiographic spasm, number of vasospasm treatments, and day of HIT testing. Of these variables, the variables that remained significant were female gender (OR 8.2, 95% CI 2.0–33.2), increased number of vasospasm treatments (OR 1.5, 95% CI 1.2–2.0), later hospital day for HIT testing (OR 1.2, 95% CI 1.1–1.3) and clipping (OR 5.0, 95% CI 1.42–10.0) \[\text{model } \chi^2(4) = 64.3, p < 0.001\]. The Hosmer and Lemeshow test was significant \[\chi^2(8) = 16.5, p = 0.04\], indicating that our model differs significantly from the observed data and that perhaps a linear model is not the optimal model.

**Discussion**

Our multivariate analysis identified four variables that are independently associated with the development of HIT. Of these variables, the most robust association is that of female gender. This finding is confirmed by other studies reflecting the increased risk of HIT in women \[8, 10\]. The cause of the higher HIT risk in women is unclear, but it is hypothesized that HIT affects more women as they have a higher predisposition for autoimmune diseases \[10\]. Interestingly, the risk of HIT in women in the SAH population appears to be even higher than in other published reports. The increase of HIT in SAH may also be due to the interaction of a higher risk of vasospasm in this group.

Fisher group 3 might be a risk factor for the development of HIT but this conclusion is not supported by our multivariate analysis. Fisher group 3 has been demonstrated to be a risk factor in our previous study comparing HIT+ patients to the general SAH population \[8\]. The
only two other studies in this population did not find a statistically significant association of Fisher 3 group with HIT, but there was a numerical difference. Furthermore, these studies may have lacked sufficient power as there were only 10 HIT+ patients in the Fisher group 3 category in the first study and 18 in the second one [7, 11]. It is likely that this association is more a reflection on the risk of vasospasm rather than a direct cause. As such, it may either be due to the fact that patients who undergo endovascular treatment for vasospasm routinely receive continuous intra-arterial infusions of heparinized saline (4,000 U/l in our series) via
the intra-arterial catheter, which either has greater risk than exposure to LMWH [3], or to the higher dose exposure [12, 13], delivery through an intravenous route [14] or that vaso spasm possibly results in higher levels of circulating PF4.

Although the presence of any angiographic vasospasm was a risk in univariate analysis, it appears that the real impact is in those patients that require a second or greater number of intra-arterial therapies [11]. As discussed above, this likely represent an initial exposure to unfractionated heparin and then further exposure on follow-up treatments. Clinically, we have become very sensitive to this possibility, as some of our cases were diagnosed during angiograms where evidence of clot formation at the catheter tip was witnessed. In fact, in some of these cases our ability to predict HIT preceded our detection of the antibody or florid platelet reductions, the typical clinical trigger. In approximately 25% of HIT cases, the thrombotic event precedes the HIT-associated drop in platelet count [3]. As such, if a de novo clot is seen during angiography, our practice is to institute an argatroban drip immediately or in lieu of heparin for the fourth vasospasm treatment and to check for HIT antibodies after multiple vasospasm treatments or sooner if a clot is seen during angiography.

Probably not surprising is the fact that surgical clipping poses a higher risk for HIT development. Indeed, our findings were fully consisted with another recent report which also showed that compared to HIT– patients, HIT+ patients more often undergo aneurysm clipping [11]. It is well established that surgical patients in general have higher risks than medical patients [5]. This is likely due to the tissue injury that accompanies surgery and the release of greater amounts of PF4. It is not known whether SAH in general has a higher or lower release of PF4 relative to other neurosurgical or surgical diseases.

Later testing for HIT was associated with a higher risk of HIT positivity. This likely reflects a combination of longer exposure time to DVT prophylaxis and multiple vasospasm treatments. It is interesting that there were no differences in platelets between groups, suggesting that platelet counts are a poor surrogate for estimating risk for those who will be HIT+. One reason for lack of difference is study inclusion. Patients were only included if HIT was suspected; therefore, even the patients who were HIT– had platelet drops. Others have described a similar platelet nadir around day 4 or 5 after surgery to that of both our HIT+ and HIT– patients [15]. Consequently, this typical postsurgical drop is unlikely to be immune-mediated from heparin and may represent dilution, nonimmune HIT, or other drug reactions. Interestingly, our HIT+ patients generally did not have a dramatic rebound thrombocytosis typically seen after the postsurgical/procedural nadir [15], and HIT+ patients tend to have slight platelet dips and plateaus around conversion time. It is quite possible that some cases may have false-positive HIT or nonfunctional HIT+ antibodies [3]. Furthermore, given our vigilance for this disease, rapid detection has curtailed the time for substantial platelet drops. Even if some of the cases are false-positive or have nonfunctional antibodies, it is quite evident that this population as a whole has substantially worse outcomes by spasm criteria, strokes, length of ICU stay, duration of hospitalization and discharge outcomes.

An interesting and unexpected variable that was significant in univariate analysis but not in multivariate analysis was exposure to magnesium infusion for spasm prophylaxis. As a routine protocol, SAH patients meeting set criteria are started on a continuous infusions of magnesium to elevate the serum magnesium level to 3–4.5 mEq/l. Magnesium is thought to be vasoprotective and reduce the incidence of vasospasm in the SAH population [16, 17]. The magnesium protocol was started in 2006 in our institution but patients were included in 1994; consequently, only 20 (12%) patients in our analysis fell into the magnesium treatment time period. There may be some concern about the risk of high-dose magnesium. Some studies have demonstrated increased platelet aggregation [18] at high magnesium levels, and high doses of magnesium (typically at levels used for vasospasm prophylaxis) enhance tissue factor activation [19]. Indeed, cardiac trials using some of the highest magnesium doses have
shown adverse outcomes [20]. An analysis of magnesium infusion in the general SAH population should be performed to find out whether this risk will remain or if the risk is still present and whether the proposed benefits will outweigh the risk of HIT.

The main caveat to this study is its retrospective nature. As such, despite established clinical criteria for HIT, we could not control for when or whether a patient was tested. Such difference in testing may enhance the chance of significant false-positive findings or obscure possible significant variables. Differences in when or who is tested may account for timing differences of HIT+ results. Other reasonable possibilities include different causes of early platelet drops (surgical consumption, dilution, etc.), false negatives earlier in the course, or longer heparin exposure. In addition, timing of testing may impact interpretation of the association of vasospasm with HIT positivity. Delayed testing might suggest that vasospasm is a risk for HIT positivity, while early testing might suggest that HIT positivity is a risk for vasospasm. Our data currently indicate the former but one should be very careful about drawing cause-and-effect relationships out of this retrospective data.

Conclusions

HIT within the aneurysmal SAH population has substantial negative ramifications. It appears that traditional risk factors for HIT such as female gender and surgery remain or are substantial for the SAH population. Additional clues to the development of HIT are those patients requiring a second or greater vasospasm treatment and in whom suspicious drops in platelet counts occur during the late spasm window. Additional research is necessary to further identify these associations as likely risks for patients in the hopes of minimizing the damage of HIT and eventually preventing HIT.
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